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STATUS OF SMALL HYDROPOWER
IN INDIA
Abstract

Keywords

over time, the scenario is reshaping itself and hydel and
wind power are on their way to make a major contribution
in India’s power sector. In India, after thermal energy,
hydroelectricity is the second most important source of
energy such that out of the total 258,701.46 MW installed
capacity in India, hydro accounts for 16 per cent of the
total installed capacity.2
India is endowed with significant hydroelectric
potential and ranks fifth in the world in terms of
usable potential. As per the latest available data, India
has around 36 GW of installed hydropower capacity
(above 25 MW), whereas an additional 13 GW is
under construction.3

Small hydropower, Potential, Installed capacity, private
sector

India’s Water Strength

Hydropower, formed by the gravitational force of
flowing and falling water, has matured as a source of
energy over a sustained period of time. India has a wellestablished hydropower network spread across the
country. After apprehending environmental and other
issues associated with large hydro, India is now shifting
its focus towards small hydropower and is planning for
larger deployment of small hydropower in the years
to come. This article provides a brief overview of the
current status of small hydropower in India.

Introduction
With the increased rate of urbanization and ever
increasing population, energy demands in India are at
its peak. India’s incremental energy demand is projected
to be amongst the highest in the world. This increasing
energy demand also translates into higher demand for
electricity.1 India derives its major portion of electricity
production from thermal sources (Figure 1). However,

India is bestowed with diversity in natural resources.
Water resource is one of the promising natural resource
in India for power generation. Its development and
management also plays a vital role in agriculture
production. On an average, India receives annual
precipitation (including snowfall) of about 4,000
km3. There exists considerable spatial and temporal
variation in the distribution of rainfall and hence, in
the availability of water in time and space across the
country. It is estimated that out of the 4,000 km3 water,
1,869 km3 is the average annual potential flow in rivers
available as water resource.4
Major river basins of the country with hydroelectric
power potential and installed capacity (above 25 MW)
are presented in Table 1.

Small Hydropower in India

Figure 1: India’s power mix
Source: http://www.cea.nic.in/reports/monthly/
inst_capacity/jan15.pdf, Accessed March 15, 2015

Hydropower projects are generally categorized into two
segments, i.e., small hydro and large hydro. The recent
rise in social and environmental consciousness has been
responsible for shifting India’s focus from large hydro
dams to small-scale hydropower generation in India.5
While the Ministry of Power, Government of India, deals
with large hydropower projects, the responsibility of
small hydro development rests with the Ministry of
New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), Government of
India.6 Development of small hydroelectric power in
India dates back to 1887 with the establishment of a
small hydroelectric plant (130 KW) near Darjeeling.7
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Table 1: Basin-wise hydroelectric power potential and installed capacity
Basin

Identified capacity

Total

Above 25 MW

(MW)

(MW)

Indus

33,832

Ganga

Capacity
Capacity
Capacity under Capacity yet
under
under
operation
to be taken
operation construction
+ under
up under
construction construction
(MW)

(MW)

(MW)

(MW)

33,028

12,323.3

4,741

17,064.3

15,963.7

20,711

20,252

4,987.2

1,751

6,738.2

13,513.6

Central Indian Rivers

4,152

3,868

3,147.5

400

3,547.5

320.5

West Flowing Rivers

9,430

8,997

5,660.7

100

5,760.7

3,236.3

East Flowing Rivers

14,511

13,775

7,843.2

410

8,253.2

5,521.9

Brahmaputra Basin

66,065

65,400

2,120

5,736

7,856

57,544

All India

148,701

145,320

36,081.8

13,138

49,219.8

96,100.2

Notes:
1. Does not include pumped storage schemes
2. In some states, the total of the capacity developed and balance capacity is different
from the potential assessed. This is due to change in capacity of the schemes,
addition/ deletion of the schemes and merger of two schemes into one, etc.
3. In addition to above 9 PSS (4,785.6 MW) are under operation and 2 PSS (1,080 MW) are
under construction and 1 PSS (1,000 MW) is under survey and investigation
Source: http://cea.nic.in/reports/hydro/he_potentialstatus_basin.pdf, Accessed March 15, 2015

In India, hydro projects up to 25 MW station capacities
have been categorized as Small Hydropower (SHP)
projects and these have been further divided into three
categories as enumerated in Table 2.

Table 2: Small hydropower project classification
Class

Station capacity in kW

Micro Hydro

Up to 100

Mini Hydro

101 to 2,000

Small Hydro

2,001 to 25,000

Source: http://www.mnre.gov.in/schemes/gridconnected/small-hydro/, Accessed March 15, 2015

Table 3: Small hydropower potential and
Installed Capacity
State

Potential
(MW)

Installed
capacity (MW)

Andaman &
Nicobar Islands

7.91

5.25

Andhra Pradesh

978.4

221.03

1,341.38

103.905

Assam

238.69

34.11

Bihar

223.05

70.7

1,107.15

52

6.5

0.05

Arunachal Pradesh

Chattisgarh
Goa

SHP Potential and Installed Capacity
in India

Gujarat

201.97

15.6

Haryana

110.05

70.1

According to India’s definition of small hydropower,
SHP potential is accounted to be 19,749.44 MW as on
March 31, 2014 (Table 3) and most of the potential is
based in the Himalayan states as river-based projects
and in other states in the form of irrigation canals and
peninsular rivers. SHP projects in India are usually
economically viable and the private sector is showing
great interest in investing in SHP projects.

Himachal Pradesh

2,397.91

638.905

Jammu & Kashmir

1,430.67

147.53

Jharkhand

208.95

4.05

Karnataka

4,141.12

1,031.658

704.1

158.42

Madhya Pradesh

820.44

86.16

Maharashtra

794.33

327.425

4
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Manipur

109.13

5.45

Meghalaya

230.05

31.03

Mizoram

168.9

36.47

Nagaland

196.98

29.67

Orissa

295.47

64.625

Punjab

441.38

156.2

57.17

23.85

Sikkim

266.64

52.11

Tamil Nadu

659.51

123.05

46.86

16.01

460.75

25.1

Uttarakhand

1,707.87

174.82

West Bengal

396.11

98.4

19,749.44

3,803.678

Rajasthan

Tripura
Uttar Pradesh

Total

SHP Installed Capacity in India
Renewable energy installed capacity in India which
was 3.9 GW in 2002–03, reached 31.7 GW by March
2014. Wind energy has been the prevailing contributor
to renewable energy installed capacity in India with
21.1 GW of wind power installed by March 2014.
Followed by wind power, 4.0 GW was installed biomass
power. Small hydropower installed capacity accounted
to be 3.8 GW (3,803.678 MW) by March 2014 (Figure 3).9
The low utilization of the country’s SHP potential can
be attributed to factors such as challenges in setting up
plants in difficult and remote terrain; delays in acquiring
land and obtaining statutory clearances; inadequate
grid connectivity; and high wheeling, and open access
charges in some states. 10

Source: Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Government
of India

Around 56 per cent of the total hydropower potential
is accounted to be collectively present in Karnataka,
Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Jammu & Kashmir,
and Arunachal Pradesh (Figure 2). Interestingly, out of
the top five states, four states are India’s Himalayan
states that have a web of major river systems. The
highest small hydro potential in India is accounted
to be in Karnataka, i.e., 4,141.12 MW as on March 31,
2014, followed by Himachal Pradesh, i.e., 2,397.91 MW.

Figure 3: Renewable energy installed capacity
(as on March 31, 2014)
Source: Ministry of New and Renewable Energy,
Government of India

Figure 2: Five major states with high SHP potential

Karnataka is the first state in the country to set up a
professionally managed corporation to plan, construct,
operate, and maintain power generation projects.
The Karnataka Renewable Energy Development
Limited is an organization devoted to the promotion of
harnessing energy from small hydro.8 The Sivasamudram
project of 4,500 kW was a major hydel project in India in
the Mysore district of Karnataka in 1902, for supply of
power to the Kolar gold mines (Refer to note 6).

India is a fast growing nation in renewable energy.
In the present conducive policy and investment
environment, India is preparing for larger deployment
of hydropower to meet its energy needs. The
Government of India is ensuring good performance of
the new SHP stations by linking the incentives to the
SHP developers with the performance of the station.11
As on March 31, 2014, 254 projects with 895.40 MW
installed capacity were under the implementation
stage, however 3,803.678 MW was total installed
capacity out of the total potential of 19,749.44 MW
(Figure 4). About 997 projects are now operational
throughout India. Interestingly, there is potential for
6,474 projects that can be installed across India at
different identified sites (Table 4).12
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Tripura

13

3

Andaman &
Nicobar Islands

7

1

Goa

6

1

Total

6,474

997

Source: Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy, Government of India
Figure 4: Small hydropower status (as on March 31, 2014)
Source: Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Government of
India

Table 4: SHP projects potential and projects
installed
State

Potential
Installed
(No. of projects) (No. of projects)

Karnataka

834

147

Arunachal
Pradesh

677

149

Himachal
Pradesh

531

158

Uttarakhand

448

99

Andhra Pradesh

387

68

Madhya Pradesh

299

11

Gujarat

292

5

Maharashtra

274

58

Punjab

259

47

Uttar Pradesh

251

9

Jammu &
Kashmir

245

37

Kerala

245

25

Odisha

222

10

West Bengal

203

23

Chhattisgarh

200

9

Tamil Nadu

197

21

Assam

119

6

Manipur

114

8

Jharkhand

103

6

Nagaland

99

11

Meghalaya

97

4

Bihar

93

29

Sikkim

88

17

Mizoram

72

18

Rajasthan

66

10

Haryana

33

7
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In India, Karnataka has the highest installed capacity of
small hydropower as on March 31, 2014, i.e., 1,031.658
MW followed by Himachal Pradesh with 638.905 MW
installed capacity (Refer to Table 3). According to the
statistics available, it may be noticed that the top five
states with highest SHP potential are not primarily
the top five states with highest installed capacity. To
compare, Karnataka and Himachal Pradesh hold the
same position in the two aspects, but Uttarakhand
stands at fifth place in the context of SHP installed
capacity which otherwise stands third in SHP potential.
Besides this, Jammu & Kashmir and Arunachal Pradesh
fall amongst the five major states with SHP potential
greater than 1,000 MW but the installed capacity is
lesser than 150 MW. India’s dominating states in SHP
installed capacities are Karnataka, Himachal Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, and Uttarakhand.
Karnataka is a predominant contributor to small
hydropower development in India. With the highest
potential for small hydropower, it has the largest
number of sites for SHP project installations. On the
contrary, Goa is one of the states with least potential
for hydropower, i.e., 6.5 MW out of which only 0.05 MW
has been exhausted.

Small Hydropower Projects
One of India’s diverse characteristics is that some of
the Indian states inherit a large number of sites for SHP
project installation but their actual SHP potential is
lesser. However, some states have higher potential and
fewer sites for project installation.
Jammu & Kashmir stands fourth in hydropower
potential, i.e., 1,430.67 MW with 245 identified sites for
project installations out of which 147.53 MW has been
installed at 37 sites. Compared to this, Maharashtra
and Gujarat have 274 and 292 identified SHP sites,
respectively; however, the potential available in these
two states is lesser than Jammu & Kashmir. Where
Maharashtra has 794.33 MW SHP potential with
327.425 MW installed on 58 sites, Gujarat has 201.97 MW
SHP potential which is not even one-fourth of the
potential in Jammu & Kashmir. Exploiting five sites,

Article
Gujarat has been able to install 15.6 MW of total SHP
potential available as on March 31, 2014 (Figure 5).
Jammu & Kashmir has the highest SHP potential
amongst the three states; however, the number of sites
available for exhaustion is the least amongst the three.
This situation fabricates that having higher number of
available sites might not necessarily comprehend higher
SHP potential and hence higher installed capacity.

in the year 2011, the financing in SHP sector climbed
up to $0.5 billion and since then, the investments in this
sector have been increasing (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Investments in Small Hydro Power Sector in
India, 2009–13
Source: Global trends in renewable energy investment, 2011,
2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015

Role of Private Sector

Figure 5: Small Hydropower projects analysis in three states
Source: Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Government of
India

SHP Costs and Investments
In 2013, the hydro power project cost was
`7.5—8.5 crore per megawatt (MW) and the banks
and financial institutions offered up to 70 per cent
loans for completion of projects.13 The cost of
constructing small hydro projects has been continuously
increasing and the tariffs offered by the states are not
sufficient to justify fresh investments in the sector. The
present cost per megawatt of small hydro projects is
now touching about `8.50 crore to `9.50 crore per MW,
making it costlier to the previous terms.14

Investment in Small Hydropower in India
Investment in the small hydropower sector in India has
been far lower than wind and solar sectors. According
to available statistics, the trend states that investments
in small hydropower in India have not crossed even
$1 billion since 2009 to 2013. In 2013, investments
in this sector accounted to be $0.7 billion; however,
investments were much less in 2009. There has been an
overall increase in the investments in small hydropower
sector, but this sector still stands unattended as
compared to solar and wind sectors in India. Being
$0.2 billion in 2009, the investments dipped to nil in
2010. Gaining little importance and investors’ interest

In 2013, the SHP programme accounted to be essentially
private investment driven. About 400 private sector
small hydropower projects were operational in the
country on canals as well as small rivers (Refer to note 6).
At present, a capacity addition of about 300 MW per
year is being achieved from SHP projects of which about
70 per cent is coming through the private sector
(www.ahec.org.in). In order to accelerate the pace of
small hydro development, both public and private
sector participation for commercial projects and
decentralized micro hydel for remote village
electrification are being encouraged.
Private participation in the development of small
hydro projects is already present in a significant
proportion but is proposed to be enhanced further
through the upcoming national mission through
planned financing mechanisms. A budget of `386.5
crore for offering incentives for development of the
sector has already been approved for the remaining
two years of the 12th Five-Year Plan, which is going to
be the first phase of the mission.15
Though India is fueled with small hydro projects
currently, it is expected to become a web of such
projects in the coming years, with regular enhancements
in the policy structure and incentives for the private
investors. Many private companies have already jumped
into the field of small hydro power and many more are
expected. Some of the private small hydro projects are
listed in Table 5.

Policies and Incentives Facilitating SHP
in India
The Government of India has shifted its focus towards
eNREE • Volume 12 • Issue 1 • April–June 2015
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Table 5: Small hydropower private projects
Project

Owner (private)

Location

River

Capacity

Neria Mini Hydel
Scheme

Bhoruka Power
Corporation Limited

Near Dharmasthala,
Belthangady Taluk,
Mangalore/Karnataka

Neria

9 MW (2 x 4.5 MW)

Chayadevi Hydro
Power Scheme

Bhoruka Power
Corporation Limited

Near Narayanpur,
Shorapur Taluk,
Gulbarga/Karnataka

Krishna

24 MW (2 x 12 MW)

Masli Small Hydro
Electric Project

NSL Power

Chirgaon Tehsil,
Shimla District, HP

Peja, a tributary
of Pubbar River

5 MW

Sikasar Hydel
Power Station

SEW Infrastructure
Ltd

Sikasar, near
Gariaband Tahsil,
Raipur, Chhattisgarh

Perry

7 MW (2 units—3.5
MW capacity each)

Sumez SHP

Greenko SubsidiaryRanga Raju
Warehousing Private
Limited (“RRWPL”)

Shimla District,
Himachal Pradesh

Sechi Khad, a
tributary of Satluj

14 MW

Jeori Hydro
Electric Project

Greenko SubsidiaryTechnology
House (India)
Private Limited

Shimla District,
Himachal Pradesh

Manglad Khad,
a tributary of
Manglad Khad

9.6 MW

Sources:
http://www.bhorukapower.com. Accessed May 22, 2015
http://www.nslpower.com/. Accessed May 25, 2015
http://www.cseb.gov.in. Accessed May 26, 2015
http://sewinfrastructure.com. Accessed May 27, 2015
small hydro sector finalizing a national mission that will
aim at setting up 5,000 MW of small hydro projects in
the next five years. According to a draft document, the
mission will add only 500 MW in its initial two years;
however, another 4,500 MW of capacity is expected
to be added in the next three years. About 1,000 MW
of this capacity is proposed to be developed through

projects on canal drops, dam outlets, and water
outfall structures.
Interestingly, Small Hydro Projects (SHPs) up to a
capacity of 25 MW are also exempt from Environment
Impact Assessment (EIA). However, project proponents
have to approach the State Pollution Control Board
(SPCB) for clearance under the Air and Water Act. 16

Table 6: MNRE schemes on small hydropower
Grid Connected Power

Off Grid Power

Small hydropower programme (up to 25 MW Capacity): Central Financial Assistance
(CFA)/Financial Support is provided in the form of Grants/Assistance/Subsidy for the
following activities:
9Resource
9
assessment and support for identification of new sites
9Setting
9
up new SHP projects in the private/cooperative/joint sector, etc.
9Setting
9
up new SHP projects in the government sector
9Renovation
9
and modernization of existing SHP projects in the government sector
9Development/Up
9
gradation of water mills and setting up Micro Hydel Projects
9Research
9
and development and human resource development

Subsidy scheme
for watermills and
Micro Hydel Projects
(up to 100 kW)

Source: http://www.re-invest.in/Document/orginal/15.RE-Invest_2015_Investors_Guide.pdf, Accessed March 15, 2015
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State Level policies
There are policies at the state level which incorporate
mechanisms that facilitate small hydropower

development in that particular state. Some of the major
policies are listed in Table 7.

Table 7: State Level Policies on Small Hydropower in India
State

Policy

Maharashtra State Hydel Policy For
Development of Small Hydro
Power Projects through
Private Sector Participation

Remarks
•
•
•

100 MW of small hydro power projects is targeted
No electricity duty shall be leviable for first 10 years
11 per cent share capital will be provided to cooperative
sector through green energy fund.

New Policy for Power
Generation from NonConventional Source
of Energy-2008

•

T arget fixed for commissioning of 100 MW of Small Hydro
Power Projects
100% electricity generated from Small Hydro Project up to
25 MW under Irrigation Department is permitted to sell to
any licensee or a client.

Karnataka

Draft Karnataka Renewable
Energy Policy 2014–20

•

Madhya
Pradesh

Incentive Policy for the
Development of Small
Hydro Power Projects in
Madhya Pradesh 2006

•

Small Hydropower
Policy-2011
(Draft)

•

Haryana

State Renewable
Energy Policy-2005

There will be no restriction on generation capacity or supply of
electricity to the grid.

Himachal
Pradesh

Small Hydro
Power Programme

The Himachal Government offers project sites with potential up
to 5 MW capacities for private sector participation.

Himachal Industrial
Policy-2004

Several incentives are provided such as exemption from
electricity duty for producers, provision of infrastructural supply
during construction phase, and exemption of state sale tax for
RE equipment.

New and Renewable Sources
of Energy (NRSE) Policy-2012

•

Punjab

•

The proposed SHP year-wise targets are as given below:
2014- 2015- 2016- 2017- 2018- 2019- Total
15
16
17
18
19
20
Mini, Micro & 50
100 100 100 125 125 600
Small Hydro

•

•

•

Kerala

Kerala Small Hydro
Development Policy-2012
(Draft)

•
•

T he power consumed from the SHPs for the purpose of
captive use or third party sale shall be exempted from
payment of electricity duty
All the equipment/plant and machinery brought into the
State for use in the SHP shall be exempted from payment of
Entry Tax for a period of five years from the date of signing
of HPDA.
 arness the undeveloped hydroelectric potential in Madhya
H
Pradesh, by leveraging the capabilities of the private sector
for development
Create an enabling environment for attracting private sector
investment for development of SHPs in the state.

 aximize and improve the share of new and renewable
M
sources of energy to 10% of the total installed power capacity
in the state by 2022. NRSE sector wise details are mentioned
separately
Promote renewable energy initiatives for meeting energy/
lighting needs in rural areas and supplementing energy
needs in urban, industrial and commercial sectors.
T he policy seeks to create an environment conducive to
public/private/community participation and investment in
small hydro projects
40% share of RE sources is to be from small hydro projects.
eNREE • Volume 12 • Issue 1 • April–June 2015
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Policy-2002

•
•

Orissa

Policy Guidelines on Power
•
Generation from NonConventional Energy Sources

Uttarakhand Policy for Promoting
Generation of
Electricity through
Renewable Energy
Sources with Private
Sector & Community
Participation-2008

•
•

ower generation through renewable energy sources, if
P
purchased by Kerala State Electricity Board will be at ceiling
rate of `2.50 per unit from small hydel power plants
Entry tax/octroi refund is exempted.
The incentives for power generation from RE include
exemption from electricity duty, allotment of government
land, and no transmission charges to be levied for five years
from the period of commissioning.
 overnment proposes to harness 600 MW Hydro Electric
G
Power by 2020
As per the guidelines laid down by the government, energy
auditing is to be made mandatory for industrial units where
load exceeds 25 kW.

Policy for Development of
Micro & Mini Hydro Power
Projects Upto 2 MW (last
amended September 2014)

To create condition conducive to private sector/community
participation in Micro & Mini Hydro Power Projects in the state.

Policy on Hydro Power
Development by Private
Sector (up to 25 MW)

•

Potential identified for SHP-175 MW at 35 identified locations.

Uttar
Pradesh

Policy Guidelines for
Development of Small
Hydro Power Projects up
to 25 MW Capacity in UP

•
•

Power potential for SHP-167 MW identified at 60 locations
Incentives/financial assistance for SHP by MNRE may be
availed of by the developer.

West Bengal

Policy on Mini/ Micro
Hydro Electric Power
Station up to 3 MW

•

 nder this policy high and extra high voltage industrial
U
consumer can set up mini/micro hydro power stations up
to 3 MW
The industrial undertaking is to develop and maintain the
transmission lines to the nearest grid sub-station, and the
power generated cannot be sold to a third party.

Policy on Cogeneration
and Generation of
Electricity from Renewable
Sources of Energy, 2012

By 2017, target of:
• 120 MW through small and mini hydro projects
• The state will promote private sector investment

•

Arunachal
Pradesh

Small Hydro Power
•
Policy-2007
(Dated 24 – 01- 08 &
Amendment Dated 13-10- 08)

F ormulation and notification of action plan for small hydro
power generation with players such as private entrepreneurs,
cooperative societies, and NGOs.

Andhra
Pradesh

Guidelines for Establishment
of Mini Hydel Power Projects
along Vagus and Streams –
Order Dated: 11-07-2007

•

‘No Objection Certificate’ for setting up of Mini Hydel
stations on Major Canals and Rivers viz., Krishna, Godavari,
and Pennar or other rivers as notified by the government,
not to be entertained.

Chhattisgarh

Policy Directives on
Allotments of Sites and
Incentives to Small Hydel
Projects up to 25 MW

•
•

S HPs to be generally installed by private investors
Chhattisgarh Renewable Energy Development Agency

(CREDA) may also install SHPs with it’s own funds or through
joint venture company formed by CREDA.

10
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Assam

Jammu &
Kashmir

Mizoram

Policy for
Small Hydropower
Development-2007

•

Policy for Development
of Micro/Mini Hydro
Power Projects-2011

The policy serves as an instrument to attract private investors for
environment friendly power development in remote rural areas,
facing the problem of acute power supply.

Jammu & Kashmir Water
Resources (regulation and
management) Act-2010

The fiscal incentives includes, measures like exemption from
entry tax on power generation equipment and building material,
exemption from water usage charges for projects under the
policy for a period of 10 years.

Power Policy for
Power through
Non-conventional
Energy Sources

•

•

•

The private sector power developer, NGO has been
encouraged
Fiscal incentives and concessions such as no entry tax, no
royalty for hydropower projects with capacity of 5MW and
below.

The policy aims to attract private/foreign investment to
increase state’s renewable energy sector investment through
a number of fiscal incentives
Several incentives are provided such as exemption from
electricity duty for producers, provision of infrastructural
supply during construction phase, and exemption of state
sale tax for RE equipment.

Source:
Multiple State Nodal agencies
http://ireda.gov.in/writereaddata/compendium/BOOK%201.pdf. Accessed May 25, 2015
http://in.boell.org/sites/default/files/compendium_of_state_policies_vasudha_foundation.pdf. Accessed May 22, 2015
With a strong policy framework, the states of Karnataka,
Himachal Pradesh, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, and
Uttarakhand have been able to achieve a sufficient
amount of Small Hydro Power installed capacity. Nearly
63 per cent of the country’s total installed capacity is
placed in these five states. Of these states, Karnataka,
Himachal Pradesh, and Uttarakhand are blessed with
around 42 per cent of the total available potential. The
potential available in these states as well as the policy
environment in these states have come out to be so
effective that, government as well as private investors
have found ample business opportunities.
Most of the state policies on SHP have their prime
focus on private sector participation. They offer
incentives to attract private sector investment in this
sector, such as the Uttarakhand Policy; “Policy for
Development of Micro & Mini Hydro Power Projects Up
to 2 MW” which was last amended in 2014, has its focus
on creating condition conducive to private sector/
community participation in Micro & Mini Hydro Power
Projects in the state. Similarly the policy in Jammu &
Kashmir, “Policy for Development of Micro/Mini Hydro
Power Projects—2011” serves as an instrument to
attract private investors for environment friendly power
development in remote rural areas, facing the problem
of acute power supply.

Another major state whose policies focus on private
sector participation in the Small hydropower sector
is the state of Himachal Pradesh. Exploitation of hydel
potential in the small hydro sector through private
sector participation in Himachal Pradesh began during
1995–96.17 Since then, the allotment of project sites
has been a continuous process. The Government of
Himachal Pradesh has signed a number of MoUs/
Agreements for the various projects from time to time.18

Conclusion
Hydropower, an ancient concept, is being practiced
in India since decades. After the underlying
environmental and social impacts of large scale
hydropower, small hydro power has emerged as a
turnkey solution. Realizing SHP potential, which is
available in abundance, today small hydro power is one
of the most implemented clean energy technologies in
India. Apart from this, in order to attract private sector
participation in this industry, India has brought out
various policies at the state level that regulate small
hydropower implementation and are also focused
at attracting private investors. India has always
been looking forward to developments in this
sector with continuous enhancements in the small
hydropower framework.
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Go green: Govt targets 175,000 MW
clean energy by 2022
Hindustan Times, March 1, 2015
In order to generate more electricity from clean
energy sources, the government announced a
massive renewable power production target of
175,000 megawatt (MW) by 2022. The revised total
target, which includes 100,000 MW from solar power,
60,000 MW from wind energy, 10,000 MW from
biomass energy, and 5,000 MW from small hydropower
projects, has excited the industry. At present, renewable
energy contributes about 6.5 per cent to the electricity
mix. It is proposed that this would be taken to about
12 per cent in the next three years. Electrification of
the remaining 20,000 villages through means, such as
off-grid solar power generation, was good news for the
renewable energy sector. The cess on coal was doubled
to `200 per tonne from `100 per tonne, which will
boost renewable energy financing. The cess is collected
as National Clean Energy Fund and is disbursed for
renewable energy-based initiatives and power projects.

Government earmarks `75 crore for
electric vehicles
Hindustan Times, March 1, 2015
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley announced a corpus of
`75 crore for faster adoption and manufacturing of
electric vehicles in 2015–16, which provides some
succor to the struggling alternative vehicle industry
in the country. The electric vehicle industry has been
hoping that high cost of fuel and deteriorating air quality
across major cities would force the government to treat
the sector on priority. The concessional excise duty of
6 per cent on specified goods for use in manufacture
of electrically-operated vehicles and hybrid vehicles,
presently available up to March 2015, has also been
extended up to another year. The government has set
an ambitious target of putting 5 million electric and
hybrid vehicles per year on the road by 2020 but the
meagre allocation has disappointed some.

RBI moots priority sector tag for medium
units, sanitation, and renewable energy
The Indian Express, March 3, 2015

A working group of Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has
proposed new guidelines for lending to the priority
sector with loans to medium enterprises, sanitation,
and renewable energy sectors coming under the
umbrella of the priority sector. The panel which
submitted the report to the RBI has said the target
for lending to the redefined priority sector should
be retained uniformly at 40 per cent of adjusted net
bank credit (ANBC) or credit equivalent of off-balance
sheet exposure (CEOBE), whichever is higher, for all
scheduled commercial banks. However, foreign banks,
which will all now come under the norms have been
given, time to comply with the target. It has proposed
that financing for building infrastructure for activities
like schools and health care facilities, drinking water
facilities and sanitation facilities in Tier II to Tier VI areas
(areas with population less than 1 lakh), may be treated
as a separate category under priority sector, subject to
a ceiling of 5 crore per borrower. The target for lending
to the agriculture sector has been retained at 18 per cent
of ANBC, but the RBI panel has recommended a subtarget of 8 per cent of ANBC for small and marginal
farmers, which is to be achieved in a phased manner.
In addition to micro- and small enterprises, medium
enterprises are included within the ambit of priority
sector lending. “To ensure that the micro enterprises
are not crowded out, a sub-target of 7.5 per cent for
micro enterprises has been recommended, which is to
be achieved in a phased manner”, it said. The working
group has recommended introduction of priority sector
lending certificates (PSLCs) which will enable banks to
meet their PSL requirements even while leveraging
their comparative advantage in lending.

Govt turns to small hydro projects to
meet power needs
The Indian Express, March 9, 2015
After unveiling its big plans for harnessing solar energy
and wind energy, the government has turned its focus
towards small hydro sector as well, finalizing a national
mission that will aim at setting up 5,000 MW of small
hydro projects in the next five years. Small hydro is
the classification used for hydropower projects below
25 MW capacity, their distinguishing attribute being
that these are mostly run-of-the-river type and do
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not require the construction of dams. Thus, apart
from the fact that electricity is generated from a
renewable source, small hydro projects have far
lesser environmental impacts as well. India has an
estimated 20,000 MW of potential capacity that can be
generated through small hydro projects, out of which
less than 4,000 MW is currently being utilized. The
further development of small hydro projects has been
hampered mainly by rising costs, with the construction
costs of these projects increasing to `8.5 crore to
`9.5 crore per MW from between `5crore and
6 crore per MW a few years ago. The initial objective of
the national mission is to identify the reasons for the
slowdown in the small hydro sector and address these
through appropriate policy interventions. According
to a draft mission document, the mission will add only
500 MW in its first two years, but hopes to build another
4,500 MW of capacity in the next three years. About
1,000 MW of this is proposed to be developed through
projects on canal drops, dam outlets, and water outfall
structures. The mission, proposed to be launched
from April 1, will promote technology development
as well, which can open new avenues for small hydro
projects. It also aims at helping the state governments
in renovating the existing projects in a bid to improve
their efficiency and capacity. It is being estimated that
renovation of old projects itself would result in about
30–35 per cent increase in electricity generation.

Suzlon Energy keen to sell forging and
foundry company as part of core focus
The Economic Times, March 9, 2015
Suzlon Energy, the debt-laden wind-turbine
manufacturer, is keen to sell its forging and foundry
company, in which it invested `1,000 crore, and
component units and office complexes worth about
`1,000 crore as it exits non-core areas and continues
its fund-raising drive. The latest plan follows the €1
billion sale of German unit Senvion and a `1,800
crore investment by India’s wealthiest man, Dilip
Shanghvi, which is helping the firm repay debt of about
`17,000 crore. In recent years, Suzlon has faced a sharp
slowdown in local and global turbine sales due to the
economic downturn, removal of tax concessions in
India, high interest burden, and stiff competition from
Chinese companies. Consequently, its debt burden
has been rising. It has had to restructure its debt after
it suffered India’s biggest convertible-bond default
in 2012.
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Innovating for a better future
The Economic Times, March 11, 2015
As Solar Impulse 2, the Swiss long-range solar powered
plane, attempts to circumnavigate the world for
the first time without drawing even a drop of fuel, it
brings home, yet again, the significance and immense
potential of clean energy in building a sustainable
future for all. It is also a resounding example of how
innovation in renewable energy can change the world
and drive the future.
Innovation in clean energy and excellence in design
and ingenuity, the principles upon which Solar Impulse
is based, are also at the heart of a range of ongoing
cooperation activities between Switzerland and
India. Through the Swiss Agency for Development
and Cooperation (SDC), efforts are on to overcome
pressing environmental challenges without hurting
the economy. In this endeavour to safeguard India’s
development achievements from the detrimental
impacts of climate change and make clean energy
mainstream, SDC has been fostering partnerships
between Swiss and Indian experts and institutions
for introducing innovative solutions, generating
and sharing knowledge, and informing policies. The
focus is two-pronged: first, dealing with the effects of
climate change by enhancing the resilience of the most
vulnerable and strengthening the abilities of people
and institutions to develop coping strategies; second,
fighting the causes of climate change by providing
access to renewable energy and advancing energy
efficiency in sectors that have been contributing
markedly to greenhouse gas emissions.
One such sector that accounts for nearly 22 per cent
of the total annual carbon dioxide emissions in
India and by extension offers enormous scope for
improvement is the construction sector. SDC has been
undertaking initiatives to make it more environmentfriendly and energy efficient. So far, expertise has
been provided to 11 large commercial and public
building projects, resulting in strategies for reducing
energy consumption by 20–40 per cent with very
attractive returns on investment. Another on-going
Indo-Swiss cooperation activity in the construction
sector targets cement, a key ingredient of buildings
and infrastructure. Studies show that for every tonne
of cement produced, about 0.82 tonnes of carbon
dioxide is released. For this reason, SDC is supporting a
research project involving leading research institutions
from India, Cuba, and Switzerland which aims to enable
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the recognition of a new type of low-carbon cement, a
blend of crushed limestone calcined clay and clinker,
as suitable for general construction. This innovative
cement type, called LC3, has breakthrough potential
to reduce the cement’s carbon footprint by up to
30 per cent compared to the standard cement, while
also saving production costs.
In addition to the construction sector, SDC has also
been demonstrating ways to transform energy use in
energy-intensive micro, small and medium enterprises
(MSME) sectors.
Besides the MSME sector, rural households without
any access to clean energy are of prime importance to
SDC’s programme in India. In this regard, SDC has been
promoting an advanced two-stage biomass gasifier,
which converts biomass into a combustible gas more
effectively than conventional systems.
While enabling the adoption and replication of
energy-efficient technologies in remote areas and
small industry sectors is an integral part of SDC’s
engagement in India, communicating the outcomes of
these actions and research for informing policies at the
national and state-level is another area of paramount
importance. In this context, SDC directly engages in
policy dialogue with relevant policymakers at different
levels, or indirectly through its partners.
India is the third largest emitter of greenhouse
gases in the world. Keeping this in perspective,
SDC’s overriding aim, which goes hand-in-hand
with the purpose of the Solar Impulse’s mission, is
to partner with India for a climate compatible and
sustainable future.

Its experts red flag six hydel projects,
Govt says ‘critical need’
Indian Express, March 12, 2015
Told to ‘place the correct picture’ before the Supreme
Court on the ‘critical need’ for hydel projects in
Uttarakhand, the Ministry of Environment, Forest
and Climate Change (MoEFCC) first contradicted
the recommendations of its own panel, which ruled
against six hydel projects, and is now unable to submit
it in writing to the court. The ministry, which was asked
by the Supreme Court on December 16 to examine
the cumulative and individual status of six of the 24
hydel projects, seeking clearance from the court for
the upper Ganga region, set up a four-member expert
panel on December 30. At the next hearing on February
17, the ministry said the committee did not find the six
hydel projects deficient on procedural and substantive

requirements for the clearances issued to them. This
was diametrically opposite to the expert committee’s
conclusion that “the six projects may not be taken up
as they have potential of causing significant impacts
on the biodiversity, riverine system, wildlife, and other
fragile ecosystems in the areas where these projects
are located due to altered (by 2013 floods) hydrological
parameters”. The ministry neither shared this nor the
committee’s other recommendation for a review of the
“entire process of according clearances” with the court.
Not satisfied with the oral submission, the court asked
the ministry to submit the ‘ready’ affidavit in four days.
It was asked to coordinate with the Power Ministry
and the Uttarakhand government because it was
“necessary to place the correct picture regarding the
critical need of the projects in Uttarakhand for green
power and for livelihoods before the court”. But the
Environment Ministry had already formed its expert
panel on December 30, comprising Vinod Tare of IITKanpur, V B Mathur of Wildlife Institute of India, Brijesh
Sikka of National River Conservation Directorate, and
Dalel Singh of the NHR. In its report on February 12,
the panel ruled against the six projects—171 MW
Lata-Tapovan of NTPC, 195 MW Kotlibhel-IA of NHPC,
108 MW Jhelum Tamak of THDC, 300 MW Alaknanda
of GMR, and two sub-25 MW projects of Super Hydro at
Bhyundar Ganga and Khirao Ganga.

Delhi Metro harnesses sun’s power to
run three stations
The Times of India, March 16, 2015
With a daily generation of 3,000 units of solar power,
the Delhi Metro may not be meeting all its electrical
needs. But it’s enough to run three stations—Dwarka
Sector 21, Pragati Maidan, and Anand Vihar. In an effort
to go green, DMRC had last year started the solar power
project. At present, it is generating a total of 750 kW,
which is approximately 3,000 units per day, from four
locations. The plants at Dwarka Sector 21, Anand Vihar,
and Pragati Maidan Metro stations produce 500 kW,
115kW, and 85 kW, respectively. The other one at the
residential complex in Pushpa Vihar produces 50 kW.
To get an idea of what this means, here’s an example: the
daily power consumption of an elevated station is 1,200
units per day while it is 3,000 units for an underground
station.The monthly power consumption of a household
is between 400 and 700 units on an average. One MW is
equivalent to around 4,000 units per day. With a target
to generate 20 MW, Delhi Metro is planning to install
these solar power panels at four stations in Gurgaon as
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well as Yamuna Bank depot and station, Sarita Vihar and
Sultanpur stations, and sub-stations. The energy from
the solar plants is used primarily for lighting and other
such purposes. According to figures provided by the
Delhi Metro, the 3,000 units produced every day can
light up 10 underground stations during the daytime
or 50 elevated stations. The rooftop plant project is the
largest of its kind in NCR under the renewable energy
service model and is a result of cooperation between
DMRC and Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Internationale
Zusammenarbeit through the project ‘ComSolar’.

Green energy must for state: CM
The Tribune, March 16, 2015
“Green energy is a need and opportunity for Himachal
Pradesh,” said Chief Minister Virbhadra Singh while
presiding over the second convocation function of
the IIT. IIT could take the lead in energy education,
energy conversion, energy policy, renewable energy
technologies, protection of the environment, and
the dissemination of useful information on energy
alternatives and sustainability to users and providers
of energy.

Govt hires PwC for solar energy scale-up
plan
Financial Times, March 17, 2015
The government said PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)
has been engaged as a consultant for formulation
of a plan to scale up solar energy in the country. The
Minister of State (IC) for Power, Coal and New and
Renewable Energy, Piyush Goyal further said some
of the work undertaken by PwC includes, assessing
the power scenario in the country and analysing the
efficacy of ongoing initiatives by the Ministry of New
and Renewable Energy (MNRE) as well as bringing out a
realistic demand projection and capacity addition plan.
PwC would also evaluate the likelihood of attainment
of grid parity and analyse the robustness of the existing
evacuation system to handle planned capacity addition,
gather feedback of relevant stakeholders, and develop
a holistic plan to achieve the objective.

Renewable energy financing: Big numbers
Business Standard, March 18, 2015
Banks in India, and globally, are building up a healthy
appetite for clean energy financing, announcing
commitments for larger projects in a fast expanding
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industry. Citi group said it plans to lend, invest, and
facilitate deals worth $100 billion by 2025 to support
projects that will fight climate change and protect the
environment. That would mean projects in renewable
energy generation, energy efficiency, and sustainable
transport. The bank had set a goal of arranging $50
billion in deals back in 2007, which was met in 2013,
three years ahead of schedule. The Bank of America
had committed to support $50 billion in deals for lowcarbon initiatives in 2012, while the Goldman Sachs
Group announced a $40-billion programme in the same
year. ICICI Bank committed to help build 7,500 MW,
followed by L&T Finance, the Indian Renewable Energy
Development Agency or IREDA, and many others,
including the Bharatiya Mahila Bank. It is encouraging to
see that the list of probable financiers is not dominated
by the multilateral funding agencies, as would have
been the case a few years ago. Projects are already being
funded on the strength of their revenue stream, with no
recourse or on a limited recourse basis. It is well known
that renewable energy projects are especially sensitive
to interest rates, given that all the funding is required
upfront. The recent easing of interest rate—with the
central bank lowering the benchmark repurchase rate
for the second time this year—is, therefore, especially
positive for the renewables sector. The repurchase
rate—the rate at which commercial banks borrow from
the Reserve Bank of India—now stands at 7.5 per cent
and further cuts are expected through the year. A
200-MW project being built in Dubai that managed
to secure financing at an all-in rate of 4 per cent, has
offered to supply power from a solar photovoltaic
plant at a record low rate of 5.845 US-cents per unit,
or about 3.70. Saudi Arabian company ACWA Power
is the developer.

WWF, eBay tie up to light up 1,000
households in Sundarbans
Hindu Business Line, March 23, 2015
WWF-India, along with eBay India, have come together
to work on a project that aims to light up 1,000-odd
households in the Sundarbans region. This is a part
of the ‘India Unplugged—the WWF-India Earth Hour
2015’ campaign. Called ‘Sahasra Jyoti’, the project
plans to use solar power, to light up the households of
4,000–6,000 odd people living on the island of Satjelia
in the Sundarbans. Satjelia has an approximate
population of 40,000 people. Nearly 10–15 per cent of
the population of Satjelia will be benefited through this
initiative. Micro grid solar power plants will be installed
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in the 12–15-odd hamlets in Satjelia. The cost of the
mini plants and the distribution network works out to
around `26,000 a household. Beneficiaries will get three
LED lamps, one fan, one battery and provision to power
a 30W television set. The micro solar power grids will be
coming up on land donated by the village community
or forest department along with a distribution network.
WWF-India hopes to raise `2.6 crore for the project over
the next 6–8 months.

Raising funds
While a part of the funding has already been secured
(by WWF-India), eBay has stepped in to help raise
funds. One of the ways is through the online purchase
of merchandise on eBay. The e-commerce platform will
be retailing a range of special T-shirts apart from other
renewable energy products. The other way is for eBay
customers to make monetary donations between `10
and `26,000 as an add-on to their regular purchase,
proceeds of which will be directed to WWF-India for the
Sahasra Jyoti initiative. A special charity auction is also
being carried out by eBay to raise funds.

State set to lead in rooftop solar power
generation
The Tribune, March 30, 2015
The state (Punjab) may soon be the largest rooftop
solar power generator in the country. It is looking at

generating 100 MW of rooftop solar power in the
next one year. The State government through its
nodal agency, Punjab Energy Development Agency
(PEDA) allotted rooftop solar power projects to three
companies and a religious dera. These companies will
together generate 65 MW and commercial generation,
after the rooftop solar power plants are set up, will start
by March next year. The companies that have been
awarded contracts are Azure Urja (10 MW) and Acme
Solar (30 MW), besides the dera (12 MW) of rooftop
power for gross metering (where they will sell the
power generated to state power utility) and another
12 MW for net metering (self-consumption). A third
company has been awarded contract for producing
1 MW of rooftop solar power.

Ashok Leyland sells Avia, divests stake in
wind energy firm ALWEL
The Indian Express, March 31, 2015
Hinduja Group flagship firm Ashok Leyland said it has
sold its entire holding in Czech arm Avia Ashok Leyland
Motors to an undisclosed ‘strategic investor’ for a cash
realization of $10.96 million. In a filing to the Bombay
Stock Exchange, the firm said it has divested its entire
stake of 100 per cent ownership interest held in Avia
Ashok Leyland Motors to a strategic investor as part of
restructuring of investment in subsidiaries.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Development of hybrid energy system
with cycle charging strategy using
particle swarm optimization for a remote
area in India
S Upadhyay, M P Sharma

Renewable Energy, Volume 77, May 2015,
Pages 586–598
In recent years, renewable energy can be seen as one of
the important prospects of today’s research, as it is likely
to enlighten the lives of millions of people by fulfilling
the demand of electricity in their daily life. This research
work focuses on the development of optimal hybrid
energy system sizing model, based on comparative
analysis of particle swarm optimization, genetic
algorithm, and Homer software for energy index ratio
of 1. The model also incorporates renewable fraction,
emissions of carbon dioxide from diesel generator, net
present cost, and cost of energy. The system is developed
to supply the demand of seven unelectrified villages
of Dhauladevi block of Almora district in Uttarakhand,
India with the help of the available resources of solar,
hydro, biomass, and biogas energy along with the
addition of diesel generator, for meeting the energy
deficit. From the optimization results, minimum cost of
energy and maximum renewable fraction are obtained
as Rs 5.77/kWh and 92.6 per cent, respectively.

A novel hybrid approach to allocate
renewable energy sources in distribution
system
A K Singh, S K Parida

Sustainable Energy Technologies and
Assessments, Volume 10, June 2015, Pages 1–11
The integration of renewable energy sources (RESs)
based distributed generations (DGs) into grid has a
great importance in improving system reliability. Many
methods were proposed in the literature for finding
best locations for DG placement considering various
criteria. Sometime, it becomes difficult for combined
placement of different kinds of renewable based
DGs, such as solar, wind, and fuel cells. The criterion
of minimizing total system cost was used previously
by many researchers for locating the optimal sites for
DGs using optimal power flow (OPF) formulations. In
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this case, three different cost functions are formulated
for different kinds of RESs. By taking combined cost
function of all the RESs, in the OPF, to identify the
location for the different kind of sources becomes
a very cumbersome task. It would be difficult to find
the exact locations for various kinds of RESs, that is,
where to place which type of RESs. In order to solve
this difficulty, three different objectives have been
considered separately for determining the optimal
locations for each kind of RESs using mixed integer
nonlinear programming (MINLP) method considering
loadability, losses, and cost. Having many alternatives
with these three objectives, analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) has been used to make a decision over getting
the optimal locations for these different kinds of RESs.
The proposed methodology has been demonstrated
on 15-node radial distribution system and 69-node
mesh distribution system.

Power management control strategy
for a stand-alone solar photovoltaic-fuel
cell–battery hybrid system
V Dash, P Bajpai

Sustainable Energy Technologies and
Assessments, Volume 9, March 2015,
Pages 68–80
Hybrid renewable energy systems (HRES) help
to increase system reliability and improve power
quality. However, they face certain challenges in their
widespread deployment such as intermittently varying
renewable energy (RE) sources like solar radiation and
wind speed, high installation costs, and limited lifetime
of energy storage devices. Thus, there is a need to
integrate these sources by means of a suitable power
management strategy (PMS), despite the fluctuations
in source and load power. This paper aims to formulate
a PMS to integrate the power output from solar
photovoltaic (PV) array, fuel cell (FC) stack, and battery
with a provision for onsite hydrogen (H2) generation
by means of an electrolyzer and H2 tank. The control
strategy handles the source power effectively by
considering the limited lifecycle of storage devices. It
also eliminates the need for a dump load in the system by
matching the source power with load demand when the
storage devices are charged to their maximum capacity.
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A multi-objective approach to integrate
solar and wind energy sources with
electrical distribution network
P Kayal, C K Chanda

Solar Energy, Volume 112, February 2015,
Pages 397–410
Solar and wind energies are the need of the hour
worldwide and their high penetration in electricity
power grid cause sensible amount of problems
(stick to the grid code of respective country) due
to randomness and uncertain generation pattern.
Therefore, reinforcement of intermittent renewable
energy sources requires due attention to achieve
optimum economical as well as operational benefit. This
paper presents a novel techno-economic optimization
method for proper location and size selection of
multiple solar and wind generation units in distribution
network. Multi-objective particle swarm optimization
technique (MOPSO) is adopted to generate potential
solutions by trade-off between payback year, reduction
of power loss, and voltage stability level of the network.
The strategic planning method has been tested on a
typical Indian rural distribution network. It is shown
that the proposed method offers the workable solution
to achieve the desired result.

Dynamic load-shifting program based on
a cloud computing framework to support
the integration of renewable energy
sources
T Rajeev, S Ashok

Applied Energy, Volume 146, 15 May 2015,
Pages 141–149
Demand-side management programmes such as load
shifting utilize the flexibility in the load consumption
pattern of consumers to enable the effective capacity
utilization of renewable energy sources. The locational
and temporal characteristics of renewable energy
sources cause forecasting and operational challenges
in the implementation of such a renewable energy
programme. In this paper, a dynamic load-shifting
programme, using real-time data, in a cloud computing
framework is proposed to address the aforementioned
issues. A new, dynamic renewable factor is proposed
to facilitate on-time incentive-based load shifting
programme. The effectiveness of the dynamic loadshifting programme was evaluated using simulated
case studies. The case study indicates that photovoltaic

(PV) energy utilization at the consumer side is increased
by 18 per cent by the application of the proposed
load-shifting programme. The study result in Kerala,
India, consisting of more than 7.5 million domestic
consumers, indicates that demand reduction of 250–
300 MW, at times of peak demand, can be achieved by
using load shifting in the domestic sector.

Optimal mix of solar and wind distributed
generations considering performance
improvement of electrical distribution
network
P Kayal, C K Chanda

Renewable Energy, Volume 75, March 2015,
Pages 173–186
Renewable energy sources are gaining more interest
because they are non-polluting and sustainable.
Recently, a notable number of renewable distributed
generations (DGs) having intermittent generation
patterns are being interconnected with the distribution
network to meet growing load demand and nullify
environmental threats. Appropriate integration of
renewable DGs in distribution networks is crucial to
guarantee the qualitative network operational benefits.
In this paper, a simple but efficient approach has been
proposed for optimal placement and sizing of solar
and wind DGs in distribution territory by considering
electrical network power loss minimization, voltage
stability, and network security improvement. The
stochastic nature of solar irradiance and wind speed
are accounted using suitable probabilistic models.
Weighted aggregation particle swarm optimization
technique is employed to optimize the objective
functions considering bus voltage limit, line loading
capacity, discrete size limit, and penetration constraints
of DGs. Strategic weight selection technique has
been adopted to assess the well trade-off solution
by persuasion of multiple objectives regarding the
performance of distribution network. The proposed
method has been applied to a typical Indian rural
distribution network, and the satisfactory results
are obtained.

Economic analysis to implement
distributed generation system in a railway
rake maintenance depot
A Hazra, M Basu

Renewable Energy, Volume 78, June 2015,
Pages 157–164
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Distributed generation (DG) with renewable energy
resources is gaining importance in modern power
systems for its environmental beneficiaries. In this work,
decentralized generation system is introduced using
distributed renewable energy resources. Considering
its economic feasibility, a comparative study has been
undertaken to find the optimal power operation
and optimum installable capacities of distributed
energy resources (DER) for minimum energy cost.
Gravitation search algorithm (GSA) is used to solve this
optimization problem.

Benchmarking sustainability of Indian
electricity system: An indicator approach
T Sharma, P Balachandra

Applied Energy, Volume 142, March 15, 2015,
Pages 206–220
India needs to significantly increase its electricity
consumption levels, in a sustainable manner, if it has
to ensure rapid economic development, a goal that
remains the most potent tool for delivering adaptation
capacity to its poor who will suffer the worst
consequences of climate change. Resource/supply
constraints faced by conventional energy sources,
techno-economic constraints faced by renewable
energy sources, and the bounds imposed by climate
change on fossil fuel use are likely to undermine India’s
quest for a robust electricity system that can effectively
contribute to achieving accelerated, sustainable, and
inclusive economic growth. One possible way out could
be transitioning into a sustainable electricity system,
which is a trade-off solution having taken into account
the economic, social, and environmental concerns.
As a first step towards understanding this transition,
an indicator-based hierarchical, multidimensional
framework is contributed as an analytical tool for
sustainability assessment of electricity systems, and
validate it for India’s national electricity system. The
Indian electricity system is evaluated using this
framework by comparing it with a hypothetical
benchmark sustainable electrical system, which was
created using best indicator values realized across
national electricity systems in the world. This framework
can be used to examine the social, economic, and
environmental implications of the current Indian
electricity system as well as setting targets for future
development. The analysis with the indicator framework
provides a deeper understanding of the system,
identify, and quantify the prevailing sustainability
gaps and generate specific targets for interventions.
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This framework is used to compute national electricity
system sustainability index (NESSI) for India.

PV–wind hybrid power option for a low
wind topography
Subhadeep Bhattacharjee, Shantanu Acharya

Energy Conversion and Management,
Volume 89, January 1, 2015, Pages 942–954
Solar and wind are clean energy sources with enormous
potential to alleviate grid dependence. The paper aims
to optimally harness the wind resource with the support
of solar energy through hybrid technology for the
north-east Indian state, Tripura (low wind topography).
Techno-economic analysis of a photovoltaic (PV)-wind
hybrid simulation model has been performed for smallscale application in an educational building. The study
also evaluates the tangible performance of a similar
plant in practical condition of the site. It has emerged
from the study that major energy generation is turning
out from PV segment which is promising almost all
round the year. Nonetheless, a considerable amount
of wind power is found to be generated during half
of the year when average PV power production is
comparatively less. The cost of electricity from the
simulation model is found to be $0.488/kWh while
renewable fraction in the total electricity share is
obtained to be 0.90. From the actual performance of
the plant, maximum wind penetration is observed to
be 32.75 per cent.

Energy efficient, clean, and solvent free
photochemical benzylic bromination
using NBS in concentrated solar
radiation (CSR)
S Deshpande, B Gadilohar, Y Shinde, D Pinjari, A Pandit,
G Shankarling

Solar Energy, Volume 113, March 2015,
Pages 332–339

An environmentally benign, clean, solvent free
approach for the benzylic bromination has been
developed using concentrated solar radiation (CSR).
CSR methodology was used as an energy source to the
reaction media. The protocol was found to be superior to
the conventional photochemical and thermal methods
in terms of reaction time and total energy requirement.
This method was adapted with concentrated solar
radiations in solvent free conditions without the use
of radical initiators and has proved to provide good
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yields. Incorporation of renewable energy source and
minimization of raw materials makes the process not
only green but energy efficient also.

Optimized PI+ load–frequency
controller using BWNN approach for an
interconnected reheat power system with
RFB and hydrogen electrolyser units
R Francis, I A Chidambaram

International Journal of Electrical Power &
Energy Systems, Volume 67, May 2015,
Pages 381–392
This paper investigates a renewable energy
resource’s application to the Load–Frequency
Control of interconnected power system. The
Proportional-Integral (PI) controllers are replaced with
Proportional-Integral Plus (PI+) controllers in a two
area interconnected thermal power system without/
with the fast acting energy storage devices and are
designed based on Control Performance Standards
(CPS) using conventional/Beta Wavelet Neural Network
(BWNN) approaches. The energy storing devices
Hydrogen generative Aqua Electroliser (HAE) with Fuel
cell and Redox Flow Battery (RFB) are incorporated to
the two area interconnected thermal power system to
efficiently damp out the electromechanical oscillations
in the power system. This incorporation poises or
shares the sudden changes in power requirements
because of their inherent efficient storage capacity in
addition to the kinetic energy of the generator rotor.
The system was simulated and the frequency deviations
in area 1 and area 2 and tie-line power deviations for
5 per cent step-load disturbance in area 1 are obtained.
The comparison of frequency deviations and tie-line
power deviations of the two area interconnected
thermal power system with HAE and RFB designed
with BWNN controller reveals that the PI+ controller
designed using BWNN approach is found to be
superior to that of output response obtained using PI+
controller. Moreover the BWNN based PI+ controller
exhibits a better transient and steady state response
for the interconnected power system with Hydrogen
generative Aqua Electroliser (AE) unit than that of the
system with Redox Flow Battery (RFB) unit.

Pyrolysis of activated sludge: Energy
analysis and its technical feasibility,
Bioresource Technology
Manu Agarwal, James Tardio, S Venkata Mohan

Volume 178, February 2015, Pages 70–75

A comprehensive study on the potential of pyrolysis
of activated sludge to generate substances that can
be used to produce energy was evaluated for its
technical and environmental viability. The products of
the process, viz., pyrolysis gas, pyrolysis oil, and char
can readily be used by the major energy consumers,
viz., electricity and transportation. Based on the results
obtained, it is estimated that a 1 tonne capacity process
for pyrolysis of activated sludge can serve the electrical
needs of a maximum of 239, 95, and 47 Indian houses
per day, considering lower middle class, middle class,
and upper middle class, respectively. In addition, the
process would also produce the daily methane (CNG)
requirement of 128 public transport buses. The process
was determined to be technically feasible at low and
medium temperatures for both, pyrolysis gas and
electrical energy. The gas generated could be utilized as
fuel directly while the oil generated would require pretreatment before its potential application. The process
is potentially sustainable when commercialized and
can self-sustain in continuous mode of operation in
bio-refinery context.

Wavelet technique based islanding
detection and improved repetitive current
control for reliable operation of gridconnected PV systems
S J Pinto, G Panda

International Journal of Electrical Power &
Energy Systems, Volume 67, May 2015,
Pages 39–51
Recent years have witnessed a thrust towards the
use of solar energy as the major renewable energy
source for distributed power generation. The proposed
system requires reliable detection technique and
suitable current control strategy for proper operation.
This paper focuses on plug-in repetitive current (RC)
control strategy for grid connected inverter system
and wavelet technique for electrical grid status
identification. The performance of proposed current
control technique employed for grid connected
inverter system under distorted and unbalanced grid
voltage is compared with the existing conventional
methods like PI and PR controller. This controller uses
the feedback control system for attenuating periodic
disturbances, improving high quality sinusoidal output
current, and high power factor. The proposed scheme
employs fourth order infinite impulse response (IIR)
filter for maintaining its resonance frequency, output
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frequency matching with grid fundamental frequency,
and reduction of harmonics. The DC-DC boost converter
implements incremental conductance based (INC)
maximum power point tracker (MPPT) algorithm. The
effects of LCL filter for improving disturbance rejection
capability and dynamic performance of the proposed
system is also demonstrated. Grid connected PV inverter
employs wavelet technique for an islanding detection
functionality in order to determine the status of the
electrical grid. In order to show the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm, modelling and simulation for
grid connected PV system is performed using MATLAB/
SIMULINK and its PowerSim toolbox.

Pyrolysis of Mesua ferrea and Pongamia
glabra seed cover: Characterization of
bio-oil and its sub-fractions
N Bordoloi, R Narzari, R S Chutia, T Bhaskar, R Kataki

Bioresource Technology, Volume 178,
February 2015, Pages 83–89

In the present study, pyrolysis of Mesua ferrea seed
cover (MFSC) and Pongamia glabra seed cover (PGSC)
was performed to investigate the characteristics of
bio-oil and its sub fractions. In a fixed bed reactor, the
effect of temperature (range of 350–650°C) on product
yield and quality of solid product were monitored. The
maximum bio-oil yield of 28.5 wt. % and 29.6 wt. % for
PGSC and MFSC respectively was obtained at 550°C at
heating rate of 40°C/min. The chemical composition
of bio-oil and its sub fractions were investigated using
FTIR and 1H NMR. GC–MS was performed for both PGSC
and MFSC bio-oils and their corresponding n-hexane
fractions. The results showed that bio-oil from the
feedstocks and its sub-fractions might be a potential
source of renewable fuel and value added chemicals.

A robust optimization based approach
for micro grid operation in deregulated
environment
R A Gupta, N K Gupta

Energy Conversion and Management,
Volume 93, 15 March 2015, Pages 121–131
Micro Grids (MGs) are clusters of Distributed Energy
Resource (DER) units and loads. MGs are selfsustainable and generally operated in two modes:
(1) grid connected and (2) grid isolated. In deregulated
environment, the operation of MG is managed by the
Microgrid Operator (MO) with an objective to minimize
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the total cost of operation. The MG management
is crucial in the deregulated power system due to
(i) integration of intermittent renewable sources
such as wind and Photo Voltaic (PV) generation,
and (ii) volatile grid prices. This paper presents
robust optimization based approach for optimal MG
management considering wind power uncertainty.
Time series-based Autoregressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA) model is used to characterize the
wind power uncertainty through interval forecasting.
The proposed approach is illustrated through a case
study having both dispatchable and non-dispatchable
generators through different modes of operation.
Further, the impact of degree of robustness is analysed
in both cases on the total cost of operation of the MG.
A comparative analysis between obtained results using
proposed approach and other existing approach shows
the strength of proposed approach in cost minimization
in MG management.

Optimization of biodiesel production
from Manilkara zapota (L.) seed oil using
Taguchi method
R Sathish Kumar, K Sureshkumar, R Velraj

Fuel, Volume 140, 15 January 2015, Pages 90–96
In this work, the optimization of transesterification
process parameters for the production of Manilkara
Zapota Methyl Ester (MZME) has been studied. Molar
ratio of methanol to oil, time of reaction, temperature
of reaction, and concentration of catalyst were the
four parameters considered in the study. Taguchi
experimental design was used for the optimization
of the above mentioned four process parameters of
transesterification. The physicochemical properties
and fatty acid methyl ester concentrations were
experimentally analysed. The experimental study
revealed that 50°C temperature of reaction, 90 min of
time of reaction, 6:1 M ratio of methanol to oil and 1 wt.
% of concentration of catalyst are the optimal process
parameters. Also, the study revealed that out of the four
parameters considered, methanol to oil molar ratio is
most effective in controlling the optimal biodiesel
production. The optimal conditions yielded 94.83 per
cent of biodiesel. The biodiesel MZME produced with
the optimized process parameters meets the global
standards for biodiesel EN 14214 and hence could be
considered as a suitable substitute for fossil diesel in
unmodified diesel engine applications.
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Air gasification of rice husk in bubbling
fluidized bed reactor with bed heating by
conventional charcoal
J P Makwana, A K Joshi, G Athawale, D Singh, P Mohanty

Bioresource Technology, Volume 178, February
2015, Pages 45–52

An experimental study of air gasification of rice husk was
conducted in a bench-scale fluidized bed gasifier (FBG)
having 210 mm diameter and 1,600 mm height. Heating
of sand bed material was performed using conventional
charcoal fuel. Different operating conditions like bed
temperature, feeding rate, and equivalence ratio (ER)

varied in the range of 750–850°C, 25–31.3 kg/h, and
0.3–0.38 kg/h, respectively. Flow rate of air was kept
constant (37 m3/h) during FBG experiments. The carbon
conversion efficiencies (CCE), cold gas efficiency, and
thermal efficiency were evaluated, where maximum
CCE was found to be 91 per cent. By increasing ER, the
carbon conversion efficiency was decreased. Drastic
reduction in electric consumption for initial heating
of gasifier bed with charcoal compared to ceramic
heater was ∼45 per cent. Hence, rice husk is found
as a potential candidate to use directly (without any
processing) in FBG as an alternative renewable energy
source from the agricultural field.
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Japan closer to harvesting solar energy
from space

Possible dual rotor technology for wind
Turbines

The Japanese Space Agency (JAXA) has been working
hard to develop technologies to transmit electricity
wirelessly. The goal of the Space Solar Power Systems
(SSPS) is to be able to transmit energy from orbiting
solar panels by 2030. On March 12, Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries Ltd (MHI) successfully conducted a ground
demonstration test of ‘wireless power transmission’, a
technology that will serve as the basis for the SSPS.
In the test, 10 kilowatts of electricity was successfully
transmitted via a microwave unit. Power reception was
confirmed at a receiver located 500 m away. LED lights
on the receiver confirmed the transmission. This marks
a new milestone in transmission distance and power
load (enough to power a set of conventional kitchen
appliances). The test also confirmed the success of the
advanced control system technology that is used to
direct the microwave beam so that it stays on target.
The new test results promise to lead to the way to
terrestrial applications like the SSPS, and will hopefully
eliminate the need for traditional cable connections.
Potentially, a solar battery in orbit (36,000 kilometers
above earth) could generate power which would then
be transmitted to Earth via microwave/laser, without
relying on cables. JAXA anticipates that this new
technology could become a mainstay energy source
that will simultaneously solve both environmental and
energy issues here on Earth.
Source: www.alternative-energy-news.info

Two aerospace engineers from Iowa State are exploring
the possibility of adding a smaller, secondary rotor
to wind turbines. The engineers studied the base of
existing turbines and found two major problems.
First, they are big round structural pieces that don’t
harvest any wind energy because they are not shaped
like an airfoil. Second, the large base of the blades
actually disrupts the wind, causing a wake behind
them which reduces the energy harvesting capacity
of any downwind turbines. One of the engineers state
that a turbine in the slipstream of another “can lose
8 to 40 per cent of its energy production, depending
on conditions”.
The solution? Add a second, smaller rotor. To solve
these problems, the engineers put a small rotor on the
turbine. And found that with two rotors on the same
tower, you get more energy. Lab tests and computer
simulations found the extra blades and increase the
energy harvest by up to 18 per cent.
They plan to use the research results to find the best
aerodynamic design for a dual-rotor turbine. The goal
is to find out where the second rotor should be located,
how big it should be, what kind of airfoil it should
have, and whether it should rotate in the same or
opposite direction.
Source: www.alternative-energy-news.info

The eiffel tower installs two wind turbines
The 126-year-old Eiffel Tower is going green! A pair of
camouflaged VisionAIR5 wind turbines were installed
inside the scaffolding on the second floor and are
expected to generate 10,000 kilowatt hours of electricity
every year. The energy generated will be enough to
power the tower’s entire first floor; including history
exhibits, a souvenir shop and restaurants. The sleek,
silent, and durable turbines are expected to last 20
years. In an effort to reduce the environmental impact
of the tower, they will also be installing a rainwater
collection system, LED lighting, and solar panels.
Source: www.alternative-energy-news.info
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Engineers develop new yeast strain
to enhance biofuel and biochemical
production
Researchers in the Cockrell School of Engineering at
the University of Texas, Austin have used a combination
of metabolic engineering and directed evolution to
develop a new, mutant yeast strain that could lead
to a more efficient biofuel production process that
would make biofuels more economically competitive
with conventional fuels. Their findings were published
online in the journal, Metabolic Engineering in March.
The team has engineered a special type of yeast
cell, Yarrowia lipolytica and significantly enhanced
its ability to convert simple sugars into oils and fats,
known as lipids that can then be used in place of
petroleum-derived products. Building upon their
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previous approach which is described as “a renewable
version of sweet crude”, the team used a combination
of evolutionary engineering strategies to create the
new, mutant strain of Yarrowia that produces 1.6 times
as many lipids as their previous strain in a shorter time,
reaching levels of 40 grams per litre, a concentration
that could make yeast cells a viable platform in the
creation of biofuels. The strain’s high lipid yield makes
it one of the most efficient organisms for turning sugar
into lipids. In addition, the resulting cells produced
these lipids at a rate that was more than 2.5 times as
fast as the previous strain.
In the work, the researchers recognized that cells
with high lipid content would float to the top of a
tube, whereas cells with lower lipid content would
settle down to the bottom. The researchers used this
‘floating cell scheme’ to identify the best-performing
cells. In addition to using lipids for biofuels, the cellbased platform is able to produce oleochemicals,
including nutritional polyunsaturated fatty acids,
waxes, lubricants, oils, industrial solvents, cosmetics,
and a type of vitamin supplement called nutraceuticals.
Source: www.sciencedaily.com

Green roofs: Passive cooling for buildings
Researchers from Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
and Università Politecnica delle Marche have found
that green roofs with high vegetation density are
60 per cent more efficient than non-green roofs.
Researchers have developed a numerical model that
was able to verify the effects on passive cooling of
buildings caused by the density variation of vegetation
of green roofs. With just an error between 5 per cent and
7 per cent, this model could be used to study the energy
saving produced by these architectural elements. This
study is focused on three specific aspects: to assess the
impact of vegetation density on energy efficiency of a
roof located in Mediterranean coastal climate; develop
a simplified numeral model that can estimate thermal
resistance values equivalent to plants and substrates,
and finally, to verify the numerical model by using
experimental data.
Results show that, when vegetation density is high,
the incoming heat into the building through the roof
is 60 per cent lower than the incoming heat without
vegetation. Besides, researchers found that a roof with
a high density vegetation works as a passive cooling
system, in fact, the energy released from the building
through the roof during summer is 9 per cent of the
incoming energy during the same period. The study

provides evidence that the numerical model developed
has a suitable degree of accuracy since it reproduces
the thermal behaviour of the roof with an error
between 5 per cent and 7 per cent. This would allow us
to use this model to study the energy saving produced
by vegetation roofs in regions of Mediterranean
coastal climate.
Source: www.sciencedaily.com

New kind of ‘tandem’ solar cell: Two
types of photovoltaic material combined
to make a cell that harnesses more
sunlight
Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and Stanford University have
developed a new kind of solar cell that combines
two different layers of sunlight-absorbing material in
order to harvest a broader range of the sun’s energy.
The development could lead to photovoltaic cells
that are more efficient than those currently used in
solar-power installations, according to researchers.
The new cell uses a layer of silicon—which forms the
basis for most of today’s solar panels—but adds a semitransparent layer of a material called perovskite, which
can absorb higher-energy particles of light. Unlike an
earlier ‘tandem’ solar cell reported by members of the
same team earlier this year— in which the two layers
were physically stacked, but each had its own separate
electrical connections —the new version has both
layers connected together as a single device that needs
only one control circuit. Unlike the earlier tandem solar
cell this has advantages in terms of simplicity, because
it looks and operates just like a single silicon cell, with
only a single electrical control circuit needed.
Perovskites have been studied for potential
electronic uses including solar cells, but this is the first
time they have been successfully paired with silicon
cells in this configuration, a feat that posed numerous
technical challenges. Now the team is focusing on
increasing the power efficiency—the percentage of
sunlight’s energy that gets converted to electricity—
that is possible from the combined cell.
Source: www.sciencedaily.com

Tree shaped wind turbines to be installed
in Paris
A French company called New Wind is installing treeshaped wind turbines at the Place de la Concorde in
Paris, France. The company’s founder, Jérôme MichaudLarivière came up with the idea while in a Paris square,
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when he “saw the leaves tremble when there was not a
breath of air”. He hopes the trees can be used to exploit
small air currents flowing along buildings and streets
and could eventually be installed in people’s yards and
urban centres.
He is the first to admit that the efficiency of the trees
is low, compared to more consistent currents higher
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up, but believes that the £23,500 trees are more viable
and less intrusive than ‘monstrous’ conventional wind
turbines. The 26-foot high trees, which use tiny blades
inside the ‘leaves’, could potentially be profitable after
a year of wind speeds averaging 7.8 mph. They can
generate electricity in wind speeds as low as 4.5 mph.
Source: www.alternative-energy-news.info
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STATISTICS AT A GLANCE
State/Source-wise Renewable Power Generation Capacity Added in India
(2010–11 to 2014–15)
(In Mega Watt)
2010–11
States/UTs

Andaman
and Nicobar
Islands

Small
Hydro
Power

2011–12

Bio
Power

Wind
Power

Small
Hydro
Power

Solar
Power

2012–13

Bio
Power

Wind
Power

Small
Hydro
Power

Solar
Power

2013–14

Bio
Power

Wind
Power

Small
Hydro
Power

Solar
Power

2014–15

Bio
Power

Wind
Power

Solar
Power

Small
Hydro
Power

Bio
Power

Wind
Power

Solar
Power

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Andhra
Pradesh

4.60

55.40

7.50

2

26.40

54.05

-

19.75

1.20

202.10

17.50

1.6

2.00

298.50

7.50

108.49

-

148.00

-

105.94

Arunachal
Pradesh

5.42

-

-

-

0.39

-

-

-

24.68

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Assam
Bihar
Chandigarh

-

-

-

-

4.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.00

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

5.20

-

9.50

-

4.50

-

6.00

-

6.40

-

27.92

-

0.00

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.00

-

-

-

-

Chhattisgarh

1.00

-

32.00

-

1.20

-

18.00

4.00

31.75

-

-

-

0.00

-

15.00

3.10

-

-

-

0.50

Dadra and
Nagar Haveli

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Daman
and Diu

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Delhi

-

-

-

2.04

-

-

16.00

0.43

-

-

-

0.01

-

-

-

2.63

-

-

-

-

Goa

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

3.00

312.80

-

6

-

789.85

20.00

598.89

-

208.30

10.00

253.01

0.00

279.80

13.40

58.50

1.00

96.95

-

-

-

-

28.00

-

-

-

-

7.80

-

-

9.50

-

0.00

-

-

2.50

-

-

16.00

2.50

63.15

-

-

-

134.19

-

-

-

60.25

-

-

-

51.00

-

-

0.00

24.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.20

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17.00

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Gujarat
Haryana
Himachal
Pradesh
Jammu and
Kashmir
Jharkhand

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4.00

-

-

-

12

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Karnataka

142.90

254.05

29.00

-

99.10

206.65

76.00

3.00

81.30

201.65

50.00

5

67.90

183.00

112.00

17.00

55.25

226.50

20.00

26.00

3.00

7.35

-

-

12.80

-

-

-

8.75

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

10.50

-

-

-

Kerala

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Madhya
Pradesh

Lakshadweep

15.00

46.50

1.20

-

-

100.50

8.70

2.00

-

9.60

7.50

35.23

-

37.40

10.00

309.85

-

111.00

-

6.42

Maharashtra

29.80

239.50

184.50

4

6.20

416.50

200.70

16.00

18.60

288.55

155.20

80

27.50 1,074.00

188.50

149.25

8.00

127.80

61.00

37.65

Manipur

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Meghalaya

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Mizoram

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Nagaland

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.00

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Odisha

-

-

-

-

-

-

20.00

13.00

-

-

-

-

0.03

-

-

17.50

-

-

-

1.00

Puducherry

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Punjab

21.95

-

12.00

1

-

-

16.00

7.00

-

-

34.00

-

1.70

-

16.00

7.52

1.20

-

-

38.93

-

436.70

42.00

5

-

545.65

10.00

192.50

-

615.50

10.00

355.25

-

98.80

8.00

177.20

-

211.70

8.00

5.40

Sikkim

5.00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Tamil Nadu

26.50 1,083.46

5.79

Rajasthan

6.50

997.40

92.50

5

44.50

10.00

-

174.6

8.40

2

-

107.38

32.60

81.26

-

114.15

-

Tripura

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

Uttar Pradesh

-

-

25.50

-

-

-

52.00

12.00

-

-

132.00

5

-

-

-

3.70

-

-

-

8.44
0.16

Uttarakhand

1.20

-

10.00

-

36.20

-

-

5.00

4.00

-

-

-

-

-

20.00

0.00

34.50

-

-

West Bengal

-

-

-

0.02

-

-

-

1.00

-

-

10.00

-

-

-

-

5.00

-

-

-

-

Others

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

-

-

-

-

307.72 2,349.25

473.70

25.06

352.68 3,196.66

487.90

896.37

236.93 1,700.30

472.02

754.1

171.43 2,078.88

423.00

945.50

134.45 1,036.10

105.00

238.73

Total

Source: Lok Sabha Unstarred Question No. 2323, date on 24.07.2014 & Lok Sabha Unstarred Question No. 2008, dated on 04.12.2014.
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Selected State-wise Water Pumping Mills and Aerogenerators/Wind—Solar Hybrid
System Installed in India
(As on 31.12.2012 and 2013–14)

As on 31.12.2012
States/UTs

Water Pumping
Mills

2013–14

Aerogenerators
and Hybrid System (KW)

Water Pumping
Mills

Aerogenerators
and Hybrid System (KW)

Andaman and Nicobar Islands

2

0

2

0

Andhra Pradesh

6

16

6

16

Arunachal Pradesh

0

7

0

7

Assam

3

6

3

6

Bihar

46

0

46

0

Goa

0

164

0

164

945

20

945

20

0

10

0

10

Gujarat
Haryana
Jammu and Kashmir

0

16

0

16

Karnataka

28

39

28

39

Kerala

79

8

79

8

0

24

0

24

26

1,361

26

1,422

0

110

0

140

Meghalaya

0

121

0

191

Puducherry

0

5

0

5

Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Manipur

Punjab
Rajasthan

0

50

0

50

222

14

222

14

0

15

0

15

60

25

60

25

Sikkim
Tamil Nadu
Tripura

0

2

0

2

Uttarakhand

0

4

0

4

West Bengal
India

0

74

0

74

1,417

2,091

1,417

2,252

Source: Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Government of India (16022)
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Budget Allocations, Net of Recoveries and Plan Outlay for Ministry of
New and Renewable Energy in India
(2012–13 to 2014–15)
(` in Crore)

Particular

Major
Head

Revenue

NonPlan

Plan

Budget 2013–14
Total

Plan

NonPlan

Revised 2013–14
Total

Plan

NonPlan

Budget 2014–15
Total

Plan

NonPlan

Total

1,006.13

13.14

1,019.27

1,419.50

14.55

1,434.05

325.02

13.44

338.46

326.00

14.79

340.79

81.00

-

81.00

99.50

-

99.50

99.50

-

99.50

115.00

-

115.00

1,087.13

13.14

1,100.27

1,519.00

14.55

1,533.55

424.52

13.44

437.96

441.00

14.79

455.79

3,451

14.97

12.64

27.61

19.00

13.90

32.90

20.00

12.79

32.79

23.00

14.14

37.14

2810

874.54

-

874.54

910.00

-

910.00

1,144.83

-

1,144.83

995.00

-

995.00

2,810

-125.78

-

-125.78

-

-

-

1,116.31

-

1,116.31

-987.50

-

-987.50

Net

748.76

-

748.76

910.00

-

910.00

28.52

-

28.52

7.50

-

7.50

2,810

95.53

-

95.53

92.90

-

92.90

84.72

-

84.72

114.50

-

114.50

3,601

21.00

-

21.00

25.00

-

25.00

19.03

-

19.03

35.00

-

35.00

Total

116.53

-

116.53

117.90

-

117.90

103.75

-

103.75

149.50

-

149.50

2,810

15.17

-

15.17

21.00

-

21.00

10.10

-

10.10

17.00

-

17.00

2,810

100.23

-

100.23

139.50

-

139.50

130.00

-

130.00

123.50

-

123.50

2,810

-

-

-

-

-

-

-35.70

-

-35.70

-90.50

-

-90.50

Net

100.23

-

100.23

139.50

-

139.50

94.30

-

94.30

33.00

-

33.00

4,810

5.00

-

5.00

18.50

-

18.50

18.50

-

18.50

20.00

-

20.00

105.23

-

105.23

158.00

-

158.00

112.80

-

112.80

53.00

-

53.00

Capital
Total
1. SecretariatEconomic Services

Actual 2012–13

New and Renewable
Energy
2. Grid Interactive
and Distributed
Renewable Power
2.01 Grid Interactive
and Distributed
Renewable Power

2.02 Less - Amount
met from National
Clean Energy Fund

3. Renewable
Energy for Rural
Applications

4. Renewable Energy
for Urban, Industrial
and Commercial
Applications
5. Research, Design
& Development in
Renewable Energy
5.01 Research,
Design &
Development in
Renewable Energy
5.01.01 Research,
Design &
Development in
Renewable Energy
5.01.02 Less Amount met from
National Clean
Energy Fund
5.02 Research,
Design &
Development in
Renewable Energy
Total- Research,
Design &
Development in
Renewable Energy
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6. Supporting
Programmes
6.01 External
Support(EAP)

2,810

1.00

-

1.00

10.00

-

10.00

6.30

-

6.30

8.00

-

8.00

6.02 Domestic
Support

2,810

23.79

0.50

24.29

41.00

0.65

41.65

36.83

0.65

37.48

42.00

0.65

42.65

24.79

0.50

25.29

51.00

0.65

51.65

43.13

0.65

43.78

50.00

0.65

50.65

2,810

3.35

-

3.35

9.00

-

9.00

3.00

-

3.00

1.00

-

1.00

3,601

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total

3.35

-

3.35

9.00

-

9.00

3.00

-

3.00

1.00

-

1.00

4,810

76.00

-

76.00

81.00

-

81.00

181.00

-

181.00

95.00

-

95.00

4,810

-

-

-

-

-

-

100.00

-

100.00

-

-

-

Net

76.00

-

76.00

81.00

-

81.00

81.00

-

81.00

95.00

-

95.00

1,089.83

0.50

1,090.33

1,347.90

0.65

1,348.55

382.30

0.65

382.95

373.00

0.65

373.65

2552

-

-

-

152.10

-

152.10

83.37

-

83.37

45.00

-

45.00

9.02 Less - Amount
met from Clean
Energy Fund

2552

-

-

-

-

-

-

-61.15

-

-61.15

-

-

-

Net

-

-

-

152.10

-

152.10

22.22

-

22.22

45.00

-

45.00

10. Actual Recoveries

2,810

Total- Supporting
Programmes

7. Other Expenditure

8. Investment in
Public Enterprises
8.01 Investment in
Public Enterprises
8.02 Less - Amount
met from Clean
Energy Fund
Total-New and
Renewable Energy
9. Lumpsum
Provision for NE
Region & Sikkim
9.01 Lumpsum
Provision for
N.E.Region & Sikkim

17.67

-

-17.67

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,087.13

13.14

1,100.27

1,519.00

14.55

1,533.55

424.52

13.44

437.96

441.00

14.79

455.79

Head of
Dev

Budget
Support

IEBR

Total

Budget
Support

IEBR

Total

Budget
Support

IEBR

Total

Budget
Support

IEBR

Total

9.01 Indian
Renewable Energy
Development
Agency

12,810

60.00

1,894.36

1,954.36

60.00

2,394.00

2,454.00

45.00

2,966.23

3,011.23

45.00

3,000.00

3,045.00

9.02 Solar Energy
Corporation of India

12,810

16.00

-

16.00

21.00

-

21.00

36.00

-

36.00

50.00

-

50.00

76.00

1,894.36

1,970.36

81.00

2,394.00

2,475.00

81.00

2,966.23

3,047.23

95.00

3,000.00

3,095.00

Grand Total

B. Investment in
Public Enterprises

Total
C. Plan Outlay*
1. New and
Renewable Energy

12,810

1,088.58

1,894.36

2,982.94

1,368.90

2,394.00

3,762.90

404.30

2,966.23

3,370.53

396.00

3,000.00

3,396.00

2. North Eastern
Areas

22,552

-

-

-

152.10

-

152.10

22.22

-

22.22

45.00

-

45.00

1,088.58

1894.36

2,982.94

1,521.00

2,394.00

3,915.00

426.52

2,966.23

3,392.75

441.00

3,000.00

3,441.00

1.45

-

1.45

2.00

-

2.00

2.00

-

2.00

-

-

-

Total
*Inclusive of works
outlay in the
Ministry of Urban
Development
Demand No. 104

12,810

Source: Budget Documents, Ministry of Finance, Government of India.
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Resource-wise Estimated Medium-Term Potential for Renewable Energy in India
(Up to 2032)

Resource

Estimated Potential* (In MW eq.)

Solar Power

>100,000 1

Wind Power

49,000 2

Small Hydro Power (Up to 25 MW)

20,000 3

Bio-Power
Agro-Residues

16,000 4

Cogeneration-Bagasse

5,000 5

Waste to Energy
Municipal Solid Waste to Energy

1,700 6

Industrial Waste to Energy

1,000

Total

192,700 7

Abbr.: MW eq. : Megawatt equivalent.
Notes:
1. The potential for solar power in most parts of the country is around 30–50 MW per square kilometre of open, shadow free area covered
with solar collectors.
2. Potential based on areas having wind power density (wpd) greater than 200 W/m2 assuming land availability in potential areas @ 1 per cent.
Revised estimate by C-WET is ~100,000 MW at 80 m. height (being validated). The lower end of the potential might be suitable for
off-grid applications. Preliminary surveys do not at this juncture suggest a sizeable grid-interactive off-shore wind power potential.
3. Technically feasible hydro potential of all sites upto 25 MW capacity stations. Technically feasible and economically viable hydro
potential is generally accepted at 40 per cent of the total estimated potential.
4. Based on surplus agro-residues. In practice, however, there are several barriers in collection and transportation of such agro-residues
to the generation site and biomass power generation units prefer to use fuel-wood for techno-economic reasons. A potential of
45,000 MWe from around 20 mha of wastelands assumed to be yielding 10MT/ha/annum of woody biomass having 4,000 k-cal/kg with
system efficiency of 30 per cent and 75 per cent PLF has not been taken into account.
5. With new sugar mills and modernization of existing ones, technically feasible potential for surplus power is assessed at 5,000 MWe.
6. With expansion of urban population post census 2001, current technically feasible municipal waste-to-energy potential is assessed
at 1,700 MWe.
7. Potential for solar power is dependent on future developments that might make solar technology cost-competitive for grid-interactive
power generation applications.
*: Note all of this potential may be suitable for grid-interactive power for technical and/or economic reasons.
Source: Rajya Sabha Unstarred Question No. 2411, dated on 03.09.2012.
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Book Update

BOOK UPDATE
Decentralized Solutions
for Developing
Economies: Addressing
Energy Poverty
Through Innovation

The Renaissance of
Renewable Energy

Authors: Gian Andrea
Pagnoni and Stephen
Editors: Sebastian Groh,
Roche
Jonas van der Straeten,
Publisher: Cambridge
Brian Edlefsen Lasch,
University Press, 2015
Dimitry Gershenson,
306 pages
Walter Leal Filho, Daniel M
Kammen
Publisher: Springer, 2015 This book provides detailed yet easily understandable
294 pages
information about sustainable energy alternatives in
The book presents innovative approaches to
improving energy access in underprivileged
communities. A core theme is the use of previously
underutilized or unrecognized resources that can
be found through synergies in supply and value
innovation, novel financing methods, and the use
of leapfrog technologies. The contributors illustrate
how decentralized approaches and small-scale
localized solutions can promote climate change
mitigation and adaptation, and increase the
resiliency of vulnerable communities. The book
introduces a series of innovative concepts in the
fields of DC microgrid development, energy and
ICT, microfinancing and value chain analysis;
provides useful policy recommendations to assist
policymakers in drawing up plans for better
energy supply services; pursues a multidisciplinary
approach including contributions from engineering,
economics, and the social sciences.
It consists of 25 chapters divided into three parts.
The contributions reflect the latest concepts, theories,
methods, and techniques, offering a valuable resource
for researchers, practitioners, and governmental
institutions engaged in the field of energy access for
developing countries.
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the context of growing public concerns about climate
change, the impending fuel crisis, and environmental
degradation. It deals with the history of energy use
and the factors that have led to the current interest
in energy alternatives and assesses the chance of
renewable energy replacing fossil fuels in the future.
The authors manage to make a highly complex and
often intimidating subject not only accessible but also
engaging and entertaining. This book unpacks but
never simplifies the science of energy, leavening the
more technical passages with anecdotes, metaphors,
examples, and imagery. By also dealing with the
history, politics, and economics of energy use, it offers
both scientific and non-scientific readers a deeper
understanding of the most important issues of our age.

Book Update

Environmental
Challenges and
Governance: Diverse
Perspectives from
Asia

Editors: Sacchidananda
Mukherjee and Debashis
Chakraborty
Publisher: Routledge,
2015
282 pages
The economies located in East, South, and Southeast
Asia have witnessed an interesting growthsustainability trade-off over the last decades.
While growth considerations have paved ways for
deepened ties with growing trade-investment waves
and increasing population pressure necessitated
exploitation of hitherto unutilized natural resources,
focus on environmental sustainability has been a
recent consideration. The growth impetus still playing
a key role in these economies, it becomes imperative
that the countries effectively address the key
sustainability concerns, for e.g., air and water pollution,
land degradation, loss of biodiversity, climate change
issues like CO2 emissions, etc. But how prepared is the
governance mechanism of these countries, covering
not only the legislative and administrative framework
but also involvement of the judiciary, presence of
spirited civil society, and active engagement of
stakeholders in policy-framing dialogues, to rise up to
these challenges?
The book seeks an answer to this question
through the environmental governance mechanism
and natural resource conservation policies in three
vibrant regions within Asia. A holistic development
dimension of sustainable development path emerges,
through discussion of policies adopted by developed
(Japan, South Korea), upper-middle (China, Malaysia),
developing (India, Indonesia, Philippines, Sri Lanka,
Thailand), and least developed countries (Bangladesh,
Myanmar, Nepal). The book is recommended for
environmentalists,
environmental
economists,
policymakers, and other experts and practitioners
working in the field of sustainable development.

Nanomaterials
in Energy and
Environmental
Applications

Editor: Junhui He
Publisher: Pan Stanford,
2015
350 pages
Nanoscience and nanotechnology are interdisciplinary
fields that bring together physicists, chemists, materials
scientists, and engineers to meet the potential future
challenges that humankind will face, including
the search for renewable energies for sustainable
development and new technologies for carbon
capture and environmental protection. Among the
current subjects in nanoscience and nanotechnology,
nanomaterials are developing fast and explosively
and attracting a huge amount of attention. They
continue to show promising potential and have found
application in solar cells, fuel cells, secondary batteries,
supercapacitors, air and water purification, and removal
of domestic and outdoor air pollutants. To summarize
the past developments and encourage future efforts,
this book presents contributions from world-renowned
specialists in the fields of nanomaterials, energy, and
environmental science. It discusses the design and
fabrication of nanostructured materials and their
energy and environmental applications. The book
provides insights to researchers and professionals
working in the cross-sectional areas of nanoscience,
environment, and energy.
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Book Update

Decarbonising Cities:
Mainstreaming
Low Carbon Urban
Development

Authors: Vanessa
Rauland and Peter
Newman
Publisher: Springer, 2015
266 pages
Comprising of 14 chapters, the book presents:
P	
A detailed analysis of how the process of
decarbonizing urban cities can be achieved using
global examples of policy approaches that can
incentivize innovative low carbon development.
P	Several international case studies to show significant
potential for developers, local governments, and
community groups to participate in collaborative
low carbon urban development.
This book sets out some positive directions to move
forward, including government policy and regulatory
options, an innovative GRID (Greening, Regenerative,
Improvement Districts) scheme that can assist with
funding and management, and the first step towards
an innovative carbon credit scheme for the built
environment. It has been designed for professionals
and the general public as well as university students
from a range of urban and policy disciplines.
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The Great Transition:
Shifting from Fossil
Fuels to Solar and
Wind Energy

Author: Lester R Brown
Contributors: Janet
Larsen, J Matthew Roney
and Emily E Adams,
Publisher: W. W. Norton
and Company, 2015
192 pages
As oil insecurity deepens, the extraction risks of fossil
fuels rise, and concerns about climate instability cast
a shadow over the future of coal. This has led to the
emergence of a new world energy economy. The
old economy, fuelled by oil, natural gas, and coal is
being replaced with one powered by wind, solar, and
geothermal energy. The book details the accelerating
pace of this global energy revolution. As many countries
become less enamoured with coal and nuclear power,
they are embracing an array of clean, renewable
energies. Whereas solar energy projects were once
small-scale, largely designed for residential use,
energy investors are now building utility-scale solar
projects. Strides are being made: some of the huge
wind farm complexes under construction in China will
each produce as much electricity as several nuclear
power plants, and an electrified transport system
supplemented by the use of bicycles could reshape the
way everyone thinks about mobility.
A must-read book for beginners interested across
subjects of energy, environment, climate, economy,
and sustainable development. A compelling book for
experts, practitioners, and policymakers in the field
energy and environment.

Book Update

Energy Revolution:
Your Guide to
Repowering the
Energy System

Author: Howard Johns
Publisher: Permanent
Publications, 2015
208 pages
The book demonstrates how we can develop our own
renewable energy projects to provide local energy and
create a new fleet of businesses. It explains how to
design, set up, and fund community energy systems,
citing examples from countries that have already cut
the amount of energy they use and supply their needs
from renewable energy. These new systems will create
new jobs and businesses, reduce energy imports, and
create new local-investment models.
This handbook contains the map needed to change
the system from the bottom up and make the next
great leap forward to achieving clean and affordable
energy. It covers everything needed to structure your
community power company—the technology, site
assessment, legal and business planning, fundraising
and financial modelling, and putting people at the
heart of your strategy.
The book is a good guide for entrepreneurs,
policymakers, parties and stakeholders involve in
renewable energy investment. The book is also a
guiding light for professionals and experts involved
in community services and non-governmental
organizations, especially those working in the
energy sector.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
International Seminar on Renewable
Energy and Sustainable Development
(RESD)

15–17 June, 2015, Rinchending, Phuentsholing,
Bhutan
19, Sunbeam way, Coventry, CV1PG, UK
Tel.: + (44) 2477673919
E-mail: conference@weentech.co.uk
Website: https://www.weentech.co.uk

International Conference on Industrial
Biotechnology and Bioenergy
(ICIBB 2015)
20–21 June, 2015, Hong Kong, China

Contact person: Aimee Zhou
Tel.: +86-18062000004 | + 86-27-86666663 |
+1-302-444-8432
E-mail: icibb@saise.org.
Website: http://www.icibb.org/

International Conference on Renewable
Energy and Bioenergy (ICREB 2015)
27–30 June 2015, Bucharest, Romania

Contact person: Yashin Tu
Tel.: +1-518-478-2659 (USA) | +86-28-86528758 (China)
E-mail: icreb@iacsit.org.
Website: http://www.icreb.org/
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International Conference on Renewable
Energy and Sustainable Environment
(RESE – 2015)
3–5 August 2015, Pollachi, Tamil Nadu, India
Contact person: Dr Ranga Palaniswamy
Tel.: +91 9942955574 | +91 9942347750
E-mail: rese2015@mcet.in
Website: http://www.drmcet.ac.in/conference

International Conference on Renewable
Energy and Development - ICRED 2015
23–25 August 2015, Bangkok, Thailand

Contact person: Zeke Zhou
Tel.: +1-302-444-8432 (USA) | +86-27-86666663 |
+86-18062000004 (China)
E-mail: info@saise.org
Website: http://www.icred.org/

International Congress and Expo on
Biofuels & Bioenergy
25–27 August 2015, Valencia, Spain

OMICS Group Conferences, 2360 Corporate Circle.
Suite 400 Henderson, NV 89074-7722, USA
Contact person: Rohit Sharma
Tel.: +1-888-843-8169
Fax: +1-650-618-1417
E-mail: biofuels@conferenceseries.com
Website: http://biofuels-bioenergy.
conferenceseries.net

